In memory of Virginia

The Gresham Outlook, Feb 19, 2008 (2 Reader comments)

Members of St. Luke the Physician Episcopal Church of Gresham walk the labyrinth behind the church during a candelight vigil to honor Virginia Roberts on Saturday Feb. 16. Roberts, who was not a member of the church but who was a Gresham resident, was killed by her husband John Roberts on Feb. 2. Judy Bevilasqua, director of the labyrinth Guild at St. Luke, said “We are...”
Luke said, "We are praying for the loss to the community and drawing attention to domestic violence." Bevilasqua said that the Labyrinth, which takes about a half-hour to slowly walk, is open to the public 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Reader comments

Re: In memory of Virginia
I love that a church who wasn't even affiliated with Virginia made this effort in Virginia's memory and to the awareness of domestic violence. I know she would be thankful if she could tell you herself. So please let me say thank you for her.

I have had the opportunity to have met Virginia and also chat with her on the phone for many a long conversations and she was very concerned about those she loved, and seemed to always be trying to be the peacemaker.

What a horrific way for her to have passed on. Such a betrayal of love and trust.

I pray for peace for her soul and every blessing of love that she tried to pass on here on earth.

You will not be forgotten by me!

"A sister at heart"
(Not verified)
Thu, Feb 21, 2008 at 06:45 PM

Re: In memory of Virginia
I must admit this is the most positive truth I have heard in Virginia's honor since her violent death. Thank God!

"Truth"
(Not verified)
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